At Coffee & Bagel Brands, our team has a common set of values that we call our Purpose & Heart. These are the behaviors that guide how we work, how we treat each other and how we treat our guests. Our goal is to create Bright Spots for each other and our guests every day. A Bright Spot is all about making someone’s day and putting a smile on their face!

Location: Lincolnshire, Illinois

About the Baker:

Rise and Shine! This role is the lynchpin to our team – rising (like our amazing bagels) while much of the world is still asleep to begin preparing our delicious bagels and bakery treats! The Baker is responsible for overall product inventory, providing consistent, high quality product, baking processes in the store. We rely on our bakers to maintain consistent inventory and flow of bagels while supporting daily catering orders. There are full time and part time positions available. This is an early morning shift, beginning 1-4 hours prior to store open (varies based on location). This position also works with team members to understand the product standards, proper handling, new directives, and customer service.

What we are looking for:
Early risers! If getting up early scares you, this may not be the right position for you…and that’s okay! High school diploma or GED preferred. Experience in restaurants or customer service preferred but we’re willing to train the right person. Reliable transportation needed to start shift between 2-5am. Must be able to pass criminal background check. Must be at least 18 years of age.

About the Team Member role:

Become a Team Member and be the first person to greet our guests when they arrive at our locations. We like to train our crew in all positions including Barista, Cashier, Dishwasher, Busser, and Food Service. Our team members float between positions throughout the shift to support the store and provide a superior customer experience. There are full time and part time positions available and we offer flexible shifts that fit with most schedules (available shifts vary based on location operating hours).

We are looking for:
Candidates at least 16 years of age. No experience necessary – work history in restaurant, retail or customer service a plus. The ability to work early mornings, evenings, weekends and some holidays.

Address: | 185 Milwaukee Ave , Lincolnshire, Illinois 60069 |

The physical demands for this position are sits, stands, bends, lifts, and moves intermittently during working hours. These physical requirements may be accomplished with or without reasonable accommodations.
The duties of this position may change from time to time. Coffee & Bagel Brands reserve the right to add or delete duties and responsibilities at the discretion of the company or its managers. This job description is intended to describe the general level of work being performed. It is not intended to be all-inclusive.

Coffee & Bagel Brands are committed to providing equal employment opportunity and equal treatment in employment without regard to race, ethnicity, color, religion, gender/gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, age, national origin or ancestry, physical or mental disability, military status or any other basis in protected by applicable federal, state and local law. Coffee & Bagel Brands makes employment decisions based solely on the basis of qualifications for the job.

**To Apply:** visit [careers.coffeeandbagels.com](http://careers.coffeeandbagels.com), Click Search All Job Openings, and Search for Lincolnshire, IL